
MetaCat is a companion 
robot cat. As COVID-19 
spreads across the globe, 
more and more people crave 
love and companionship. We 
designed metaCat so that 
people can avoid the anxiety 
of being lonely even if they 
don't have a real pet.

metaCat
A lifelike robot cat powered by AI.



EXPRESSIVE FEATURES:

You can touch its head, chin, and 

back. After touching it can feel 

your touch and interact with you.

Realistic Meow & Purr you can feel;

Breathable eyes can wink, blink, and 

shrink;

High simulation fur, smooth and skin-

friendly.

3 DOF movement on head and Tail





A robot cat just like real.
Meow and Vibration Realistic Meow & Purr you can FEEL









FAMILY
Experience every important 
moment of the family.



GRANDPARENTS

Bring the biggest smile to 
the loved one.



LOVERS
Furry guardian of every 
precious moment.





Video & Cases Sharing:

MetaCat:twitter.com/meta_Robotics/status/1514794826751168512

twitter.com/tks/status/1513792021345214465

twitter.com/meta_Robotics/status/1513858722790981644

Contact details

Email: hanzhi.lu@elephantrobotics.com

Website: https://www.elephantrobotics.com/en/metacat-en/ 

Twitter: twitter.com/meta_Robotics



Elephant Robotics is a technology firm specializing in the design and production of robotics, development, and applications 

of operating systems and intelligent manufacturing services in the industry, commerce, education, scientific research, 

home and etc. On its mission to “Bring Robots to Everyone’s Life”, Elephant Robotics has independently developed 

Collaborative Robots and Bionic Robots. The collaborative robots manufactured by Elephant Robotics have been sold to 

Korea, Japan, the United States, Germany, Italy, Greece, and other countries. Under the harsh verification of real working 

conditions in the companies from the Fortune 500 Companies, the smart solutions and product quality of Elephant Robotics 

have been unanimously recognized and praised.
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